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Abstract—Critical networked services are usually regulated by
Service Level Agreements (SLAs). In order to ensure SLAs are
being met, it is necessary to monitor Service Level Objectives
(SLOs). Active measurement mechanisms are usually chosen
to perform this monitoring task, which requires measurement
probes to be activated in network devices. However, these probes
are expensive in terms of computational resources consumption,
thus, active measurement mechanisms usually can cover only
a fraction of what could be measured, which can lead to SLA
violations being missed. Besides that, highly dynamic networking
patterns require the ongoing selection of the candidate network
destinations for probing and their respective prioritization, a
practice that is not well suited for human administrators because
configuring the probes is labor-intensive and error-prone. A
possibility to improve the detection of SLA violations is the
employment of Peer-to-Peer (P2P) technology in order to steer
tasks related to a distributed decision making process for probe
activation. In this context, a P2P management overlay can be used
to coordinate the probe activation and to share measurement
results among the network devices. For a node to rely on
measurement data from a peer to determine which probes
to configure, it needs to know which of the peers are best
correlated with itself, i.e. which nodes’ measurement data has
carries the most significance in terms of being indicative of
service level violations that might be observed by the node
itself. We propose an autonomic P2P solution to coordinate the
placement of active measurement probes in large-scale networks.
The edge nodes of the network cooperate via a P2P management
overlay to determine what destinations should be monitored.
Each edge node determines autonomously what destinations to
probe considering local measurements and measurement data
from other edge nodes. The measurements considered are traffic
information from passive measurement results and past service
level measurement results from active measurement results. The
proposed solution is evaluated using simulation and the results
show its feasibility and interesting features.

I. INTRODUCTION

Networking infrastructures have evolved in size, complex-
ity, and amount of carried traffic in the last years. Critical
networked services provided in these networks require service
levels to operate properly. These services levels are usually
described in Service Level Agreements (SLAs), established
between service provider and customer. Service providers can
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be financially penalized for SLA violations, since customer
applications can suffer from service levels being disrespected.
Therefore, human administrators need solutions to ensure that
SLAs are not being violated, specially considering the network
infrastructure layer. To that end, either active or passive
network measurements mechanisms take place.

Passive network measurements are performed through the
observation of passing traffic inside network devices, usually
in the form of IP flows (e.g., Cisco NetFlow [4]). In passive
mechanisms, the network traffic is collected in a non intrusive
way because no monitoring traffic is created by the mea-
surement process itself. Active network measurements, on the
other hand, are performed through the injection of synthetic
traffic into the network (e.g., Cisco Service Level Assurance
Protocol [3]). In active mechanisms, measurement probes are
distributed along the infrastructure to compute the network
performance. Active measurement mechanisms usually offer
better accuracy than passive measurements, specially consid-
ering service levels. As a result, active is preferred over passive
measurement in several scenarios regarding SLA monitoring.
However, active measurement is expensive in terms of the
resources consumed to process the injected traffic.

The total amount of resources required by active mea-
surement probes on all possible network paths is normally
prohibitive. As a result, just a (possibly) small subset of
probes is employed, thus covering also a subset of all network
flows in a given active monitoring scenario. Choosing which
particular probes to deploy in a network is then critical. The
traditional practice to distribute these probes into the network
consists in i) relying on the network administrator to deter-
mine a coverage objective, ii) collecting traffic information
to identify the “hottest” points, iii) inferring an initial set
of locations to activate measurement probes considering this
objective, iv) evaluating iteratively the measurement results,
and v) adapting the locations considering these results and
changes in the traffic matrix. However, besides being labor
intensive for the human administrator, this practice requires
a significant human expertise and once set up (after a lot of
effort has been spent), it is rarely changed.

In previous work, we showed that it is feasible to embed
Peer-to-Peer (P2P) management software inside network de-
vices to control autonomically the activation of probes using
past active measurement results [10]. Besides that, it is also



possible to coordinate these activations in order to increase
the potential number of probed paths [11]. We showed how
P2P coordination of probe placement and mutual sharing
of measurement results could be leveraged to significantly
improve the likelihood of detection of service level violations.
However, we did not make use of one of the main sources of
information used by human administrators in probe placement:
the use of traffic information to identify traffic-driven SLA
violations. Passive measurement mechanisms on the local
device can be used to determine which of the potential probe
destinations are the most relevant, for example because a large
volume of traffic, or traffic that is particularly sensitive to
service level violations, is directed their way.

In this paper, we present an autonomic P2P solution to
coordinate the activation of active measurement probes us-
ing management data from active and passive measurement
mechanisms. The integration of both mechanisms is used
to enable the introduction of traffic information in probe
activation decision. This is feasible today because of the
available programmability support in some network devices
(e.g., Cisco onePK [2]). The influence of traffic information is
twofold: besides helping in the definition of candidate network
paths for probbing, it is also used to prioritize paths that are
closer to violate the network SLA. The main contributions
of this work are: i) an increase in the adaptability of probe
activation (with respect to previous work), which is desirable
considering fast changing network environments (e.g. data
center networks); ii) ensuring the probes are directed at risky
and relevant destinations, i.e., not wasted on destinations that
are either not relevant (very little traffic directed there from the
network device itself) or not in jeopardy of violating SLOs;
and iii) better scalability features since the amount of configu-
ration parameters required for probe activation is reduced. The
proposed solution has been evaluated using PeerSim, an event-
based P2P simulator [9]. In our experiments, we deployed our
P2P code in different topological settings obtained from the
Rocketfuel project [14] and data center designs [7].

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we review the background on passive and active
measurement mechanisms. In Section III, our proposed solu-
tion is introduced and its associated concepts are described.
The experimental evaluation, encompassing simulation setups,
is presented in Section IV. Related work on the use of traffic
information to control measurement mechanisms is described
in Section V. Finally, conclusions and future work are provided
in Section VI.

II. MEASUREMENT MECHANISMS

Measurement mechanisms are some of the most important
tools deployed by network administrators. Several mechanisms
can be used to enable network measurement. In general, these
mechanisms are divided into 2 groups: passive measurement
mechanisms and active measurement mechanisms. In this
Section we first cover some passive measurement mechanisms
and their main concepts. After that, most prominent active
measurement mechanisms are presented.

A. Passive measurement mechanisms

In passive measurement, network conditions are said to
be checked in a non intrusive way because no monitoring
traffic is created by the measurement process itself. Passive
measurement data can be used for a variety of purposes.
Considering the FCAPS model, there are applications on Fault
Management(e.g., abnormal traffic behavior), Configuration
Management (e.g., capacity planning), Accounting Manage-
ment (e.g., ISP billing), Performance Management (e.g., band-
width monitoring), and Security Management (e.g., flow-based
IDS). Passive measurement is realized, for example, inside
network devices when they observe the passing traffic flows.

Flows can be defined as unidirectional sequences of pack-
ets that pass through a network device which are grouped
according to some common properties. These properties can
consider several packets fields, such as source/destination IP
address, source/destination port number, layer 3 protocol type,
Type of Service (ToS), and size (aggregated number of bytes).
Besides that, other information, such as source/destination
Autonomous System (AS) and input/output interfaces can
also be used to define flows. For the sake of simplicity, we
will present passive measurement mechanisms from Internet
Engineering Task Force (IETF) and Cisco Systems.

Cisco NetFlow [4] is a widely deployed protocol used
to provide network administrators with access to IP flow
information from their data networks. In the context of IETF,
the IP Flow Information eXport (IPFIX) Working Group has
released several documents describing a protocol, based on the
version 9 of NetFlow [5]. Figure 1 shows IPFIX arquitecture
(which is based on NetFlow architecture) as an example
of passive measurement model. In both protocols, network
elements (e.g., routers and switches) gather flow data and
export NetFlow/IPFIX records to configured receivers. These
receivers are known as collectors (or collecting points).
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Fig. 1. Passive measurement model

B. Active measurement mechanisms

Active measurement mechanisms inject synthetic traffic into
specific network paths to measure the network performance.
These mechanisms can computer the network performance
in term, for example, of delay, loss, jitter, and packet/frame
loss. Active measurements are performed either one-way or
two-way (i.e., round-trip). Two-way measurements, which are
common in IP networks, employ time stamps applied at the
echo destination to achieve better accuracy.



The generation of synthetic traffic and its computation to
provide measurements results is usually performed by an ar-
chitecture comprised of two hosts with specific roles, a sender
and a responder, also collectively known as measurement
probes. Figure 2 illustrates this architecture. The exchange
of packets between probes is defined by two inter-related
protocols: a control protocol, used to initiate and control
measurement sessions and to fetch their result, and a test
protocol, used to send single measurement packets along the
network path under test. The message exchange concerning
these protocols is shown in Figure 2. Some of the most
prominent active measurement mechanisms are proposed from
Cisco and IETF.

Sender Responder

Test 
messages

Control
messages

Fig. 2. Condensed active measurement model

Cisco defines the Service Level Assurance (SLA) protocol
[3], a broadly known protocol used to measure service level
parameters. Cisco SLA protocol measures service levels in
layers 2 and 3, as well as applications running on top of layer
3, considering both one-way and two-way metrics. The IETF
IP Performance Metrics (IPPM) Working Group has proposed
open mechanisms that permit the exchange of packets to
collect metrics for one-way (One-way Active Measurement
Protocol - OWAMP) [13]) and two-way (Two-Way Active
Measurement Protocol - TWAMP) [8] packet delay and loss
across Internet paths in an interoperable manner.

The employment of active measurement mechanisms is an
effective technique for monitoring SLAs and the health of
a network as a whole. In order to identify SLA violations
using active measurement, it is necessary to have measurement
probes activated on problematic end-to-end destinations. How-
ever, there is an inherent human and computational cost related
to the deployment of these probes and their continuously
operation. Thus, improvements in the probe activation deci-
sions can increase the efficiency of SLA violations detection.
Since traffic-related issues (e.g., network congestion) have a
significant impact on service levels, traffic information can be
used to enable better decisions.

III. THE USE OF TRAFFIC INFORMATION TO IMPROVE THE
DETECTION OF SLA VIOLATIONS IN A P2P APPROACH

The use of P2P technology in network management (also
known as P2P-based Network Management - P2PBNM) can
improve the efficiency of SLA violations detection by mea-
surement probes [10]. Embedded P2P management software
inside network devices can be used to control probe activation
in a decentralized fashion. It is feasible to embed more

complex management functions in the devices since they have
increased substantially their level of programmability (e.g.,
Arista EOS Extensibility [1]). In this context, probe activation
can be coordinated to increase the maximum number of de-
tected SLA violations since it is possible to share measurement
results among devices [11]. Past active measurement results
are used to define the P2P management overlay (i.e., which
devices are management peers) and to ensure that remote
results have local significance. Even though the use of these
results can improve the efficiency of SLA violations detection,
one source of information is not considered: the traffic matrix.

The traffic matrix is one of the most rewarded information
when human administrators plan the deployment of active
measurement mechanisms. Traffic information is usually found
on network devices in the form of passive measurement
results. Since several SLA violations are intrinsically related
to congestion and high utilization of network links, it is
feasible to have a more efficient SLA violation detection using
traffic information. Passive measurement results on the local
device can be used to infer the traffic matrix without relying
on centralized parties. Thus, it is possible to maintain the
desirable decentralized features of a P2P probe activation using
local passive measurement results.

In the present work, we devise the utilization of traffic
information in order to improve the deployment of active
measurement probes by a P2P management overlay. As far
as we are aware of, the only studies that incorporate such a
overlay to steer the activation of measurement probes were
carried out by Nobre et al. [10] [11]. In this paper, the use of
traffic information by P2P management overlays is twofold:
this information is employed to define candidate destinations
and to prioritize paths that need to be probed.

In the following subsections, we first discuss the utilization
of traffic information from passive measurement mechanisms
to select candidate destinations. Then, we explain how coor-
dination strategies for active measurement mechanisms can be
improved using the same information to help the formation of
a P2P management overlay.

A. The Utilization of Traffic Matrix to Select Candidate Des-
tinations

The traffic matrix is usually employed by human admin-
istrators to define candidate destinations for probe activation.
Considering the staff expertise, the matrix provides informa-
tion which destinations are more “relevant”, and are more
likely to be communicated with. Hence, a heuristic commonly
applied is to prioritize the probbing of these destinations.
Thus, probes should be activated manually at top traffic
destination by the administrators. In case of changes in traffic
matrix, it is necessary to reconfigure manually the probes.
This heuristic relies on experienced human administrators for a
proper definition of candidate destinations. Besides that, it also
consumes significant human resources for continous operation.
We propose that the network devices autonomically choose the
candidate destinations for probe activation using local passive
measurement results. This information is used to configure



the measurement probes, since it is necessary to associate an
endpoints for each destination.

Figure 3 depicts schematically utilization of traffic matrix to
select candidate destinations. In this Figure, a network device
has traffic information from passive measurement results con-
cerning 4 destinations. The device can activate only 2 probes
simultaneously, thus it chooses to probe the ones with more
traffic considering its passive measurement results (represented
by solid arrows). The number of selected candidates destina-
tions dependes of the resource constraints. These constraints
represent the number of probes that can be activated in a given
time by the network device [10]. The Algorithm 1 describes
in more detail the selection of candidate destinations using
the traffic matrix. In Algorithm 1, the resource constraints
are grouped in a single constant value, β, which controls
the number of selected candidate destinations. The use of a
reduced list of candidate destinations can reduce the required
resources to bootstrap the probe activation.

Passive Measurement 
Results

Network Device

Destination 1

Destination 2

Destination 3

Destination 4

Fig. 3. Selection of candidate destinations by a network device

Passive measurement mechanisms usually offer aggregation
capabilities. These capabilities include aggregation of data
flows with the same source and destination prefix, source
and destination prefix mask, source and destination BGP
autonomous system (AS), and input and output interface. One
of the most used aggregation scheme is using source and
destination prefix. This scheme generates data that allow the
examination of the sources and destinations of network traffic
passing through the device (described in Section II). Thus, the
function getDestinations in Algorithm 1 considers passive
measurement results(flowTraffic[]) in a sliding window
(windowSize) using source/destination prefix. The sliding
window avoids the utilization of “old” results.

Traffic conditions may change over time and the definition
of candidates must cope with these changes. Besides that,
resource constraints may vary over time. Thus, the candidate
destination selection must be performed iteractively. The out-
put of the algorithm 1 is the sorted list of top M candidate
destinations (selectedCandidateDestinations[]). This list is
used as an input to the destination priorization (as described
in Subsection III-B)

Algorithm 1 only utilizes local information to prune the
list of candidate destinations from all possible destinations, to
only those destinations most relevant, i.e., most likely targeted

Algorithm 1 TrafficCandidateSelection(β,windowSize,
flowTraffic[])

candidateDestinations[] ←
getDestinations(flowTraffic[], windowSize, β)
sortDesc(candidateDestinations[])
M ← min(β, sizeOf(candidateDestinations[]))
for i = 1→M do
selectedCandidateDestination[i] ←
candidateDestinations[i]
i← i+ 1

end for
return selectedCandidateDestination[]

by users. The selection of candidate destination is autonomic,
in the sense it does not require human intervention, adaptive
to changes in network conditions, and independent of the
passive measurement technology. In the next Subsection, the
list of candidate destinations will be used as the seed for
the destination rank and, consequently, to prioritize probe
activation.

B. Destination Rank and the Prioritization Using Traffic In-
formation

We consider a scenario of multiple network devices which
observe multiple events (end-to-end path measurements),
where those devices need to coordinate about the events to
observe in a dynamic network. The goal of network devices in
our proposed solution is to maximize the number of detected
SLA violations. In order to achieve this goal we employ a
destination rank, i.e., a sorted list of destinations, to activate
measurement probes [10]. This list is dynamically sorted
to adapt to changes in network conditions. The use of a
destination rank steers a decentralized decision making process
since each device holds its own rank. Futhermore, it is possible
to use the rank to coordinate the activation of probes [11].
The coordination of probe activation can increase the number
of probbed destinations through the sharing of measurements
among peer nodes.

The destination rank uses 3 kinds of information to sort
the list of destinations: traffic information, past service level
measurement results and the time elapsed from the last mea-
surement for a given destination. Each kind of information is
included in this rank to a specific purpose. Traffic information
is used to define relevant destinations, past service level
measurement results capture destinations that are more likely
to violate SLAs, and time elapsed from the last measurement
is employed to avoid that destinations keep without measure-
ments for a long time. The algorithm 2 describes the decision
of process to build the destination rank and the probe activation
decision.

Past service level measurement results can be locally collect
or received by other network devices. However, it is neces-
sary to assure that the received results have local relevancy.
The assurance of information relevancy uses the concept of
correlated peers [10]. Two network devices are considered



as correlated peers if their measurements for a given desti-
nation (or a set of destinations) are correlated. The function
getCorrelatedPeers compares the local measurement results
with remote ones using Pearson product-moment correlation
coefficient. In this context, devices send information about
their measurements (collected using a sliding window) for their
candidate peers. Eventually, peers also spread their correlated
peers in order to permit evaluation of “peers of peers”.
Correlated peers are also used to enable an autonomic P2P
management overlay provisioning.

Algorithm 2 TrafficCoordinatedDecision(α, β, γ,
correlationMin, coordinationMin,windowSize, flows[],)
selectedCandidateDestination[])
destinations[]← selectedCandidateDestination[]
correlatedPeers[]
← getCorrelatedPeers(destinations[], correlationMin)
sendMeasurementSummary(correlatedPeers[])
sendCorrelatedPeers(correlatedPeers[])
shuffle(destinations[])
for t = 1→ sizeOf(destinations[]) do
rankLast[t]← getLastLocal(destinations[t])
rankPast[t]← getPastLocal(destinations[t])
rankRemote[t]← getPastRemote(destinations[t])
rankTrafLocal[t]← getTrafLocal(destinations[t])
t← t+ 1

end for
sortDesc(destinations[], key ←
(rankLastLocal[]/ΣrankLastLocal[]) +
(rankPastLocal[]/ΣrankPastLocal[]) +
(rankPastRemote[]/ΣrankPastRemote[])
M ← min(β, α/sizeOf(destinations[],
sizeOf(destinations[]))
for i = 1→M do
deployProbe(destinations[i])
remove(destinations[i])
i← i+ 1

end for
requestedProbes← 0
z ← 0
sortDesc(destinations[], key ←
(rankTrafLocal[]/ΣrankTrafLocal[])
while requestedProbes < γ and z <
sizeOf(destinations[]) do
candidateCoordinatedPeer ←
getCorrelatedPeer(destinations[z], coordinationMin)
sendCoordinationRequest(candidateCoordinatedPeer)
requestedProbes← requestedProbes+ 1
z ← z + 1

end while

The destination rank is composed by destination scores for
each destination. These score are a function of local traffic
to the destination (getLastLocal), past local measurement
results(getLastLocal and getLastLocal), past peer measure-
ment results (getPastRemote). After computing the scores,

the destinations on the rank are sorted. The destination rank
attempts to build locally a sorted subset that maximizes the
fraction of detected SLA violations. After that, according
the available local resources, probes are activated on the
top destinations. The constraint α is the global upper bound
for deployed probes (i.e., concerning nodes that deploy the
proposed solution) and β is the local upper bound for deployed
probes (i.e., in a specific node).

Measurement results for destinations can be shared among
multiple devices through coordination of probe activation. In
this context, devices exchange messages to “contract” the
exchange of measurement results from the chosen devices.
The rationale behind the coordination of measurement is that,
after activating locally probes at destinations that are likely
to violate the SLA, the relevance of destinations according
to traffic information is used to decide the ones that should
be monitored using measurement result from peers. We call
the direct use of remote measurement results as local ones as
textitvirtual probes. The total number of local virtual nodes is
controlled by the constraint γ.

Factors that are taken into consideration by the present
solution is that the probability of specific SLA violations and
the relevance of these violations. Past service level results can
be used to infer the probability of SLA violations. On the
other hand, the relevance of probe activation can be improved
using traffic information usually from passive measurement
results. Despite the fact that passive measurement mechanisms
consume substantial results in network decices, their results
can improve the probe activation decision as a whole.

IV. EVALUATION

We studied the performance of our proposed solution by
defining and implementing simulation experiments. These
experiments were implemented in Java using PeerSim [9], an
open source event-based simulator of P2P systems. The sim-
ulator provides the basic node communication infrastructure
as well as transport layer models, which can emulate some
characteristics of IP networks (e.g., packet loss and delay).
We implemented the probe placement decision algorithms and
simple active and passive measurement mechanisms.

The active measurement mechanism shares the basic fea-
tures found on commercial implementations, such as IPSLA
[3]. Thus, it enables the measurement of metrics such as one-
way/round-trip delays, jitter, and packet loss in real time. We
also implemented a passive measurement mechanism which
has features similar to those found on NetFlow [4]. There are
specific restrictions on our passive measurement mechanism.
First, it considers only collectors (i.e., receivers of flow data)
on the own node. Second, we implemented only a “prefix
aggregation scheme”, thus the flow aggregation is done con-
sidering just the prefix of the sources/destinations addresses
of network traffic passing through the nodes.

The remaining of the section is organized as follows.
First, we describe the experimental setup used to perform the
simulation experiments. After that, the simulation results are
present and discused.



TABLE I
SUMMARY OF SELECTED TOPOLOGIES USED IN THE EXPERIMENTS

Topology Interior
nodes

Leaf
nodes

Total
nodes

Interior/Leaf
nodes ratio

Rocketfuel WAN 19 21 40 0.90
“4-post” DC 20 64 84 0.31

A. Experimental Setup

We deploy our simulation code using 2 topologies: a WAN
topology obtained from the Rocketfuel project [14] (inferred
from network environments) and “4-post”, a Data Center (DC)
topology used and advertised by Facebook [7]. The selected
topologies are shown in Figure 4 and some characteristics
of these topologies are presented in Table I. We consider
that all leaf nodes (depicted as black circles on Figure 4) in
these topologies can deploy active measurement probes and
passive measurement collectors. The assumption of probes
being located on leaf nodes is related to the investigation focus:
detection of end-to-end SLA violations. These assumptions
also holds considering the common practices on field deploy-
ments.

We consider that all leaf nodes can deploy active measure-
ment probes (both as senders and responders) as well as these
probes always reply to measurement requests. The assumption
of probes being located on leaf nodes is related to the inves-
tigation focus: detection of end-to-end SLA violations. These
assumptions also holds considering the common practices on
field deployments.

For simplicity, we used a network-wide SLO for detecting
SLA violations. However, it is possible to operate with mul-
tiple SLAs as well as considering SLOs in a per node basis.
All network modifications are injected in one direction for a
given link and are defined in terms of simulation cycles. In
the experiments, we used series of 10 simulation experiments;
the observed variance in the experiments was low.

B. Results

The focus of the simulation experiments is to evaluate
the utilization of traffic information considering the detection
rate of SLA violations. According to the proposed solution
(described in Section III), traffic information can help the
selection of candidate destinations and the prioritization of rel-
evant destinations. We explicitly do not focus on the accuracy
characteristics of the measurement mechanisms themselves,
since we believe our approach can be used with different
measurement mechanisms.

Initially, we aim at determining the efficiency of the se-
lection of candidate destinations considering the topologies
presented in IV-A. In order to accomplish that, first we show
the percentage of selected destination (i.e., β - the number of
local activated probes) against the complete list of destinations
on Table II for the Rocketfuel WAN topology and the “4-
post” DC topology. The values on this Table were chosen to
present the worst case scenario, when the space of all possible
destination has to be explored using just a few probes. We also
include the maximum number of leaf nodes of each topology

TABLE II
EFFICIENCY OF THE SELECTION OF CANDIDATE DESTINATIONS

Topology β = 1 β =2 β =4 β = leaf
nodes

Rocketfuel WAN 5.3% 10.6% 21.2% 100%
“4-post” DC 1.56% 3.12% 6.25% 100%

to highlight that in this case the selection efficiency is not
interesting.

The utilization of traffic information can improve the effi-
ciency of the selection of candidate destinations considering
the selected topologies. This information can be used to select
“top” traffic destinations which are usually the more relevant
ones. Besides that, if there are traffic-related SLA violations
(e.g., due to congestion), the adaptation of the probe activation
mechanism can be faster, specially considering larger infras-
tructures. For example, regarding the selected topologies, this
is more important on the second one since it has a larger
destination space to cover. In fact, excluding the situation
where the available resource are sufficient to probe all possible
destinations (β = leaf nodes) and obviously there is no impact
on using traffic information, the use of this information leads
to a smarter employment of resources.

We performed experiments to determinate the adaptation
features of the utilization of traffic information to prioritize
probe activation. In order to accomplish that, we collected the
total number of SLA violations detected by nodes regarding
a specific network environment setup (for the mentioned
topologies). In this setup, we increased the one-way delay
on 4 access links for 20 cycles, and then we changed for
other 4 links for the same amount of cycles. This increase
makes the end-to-end paths that traverse the changed links to
appear as SLA violating for the simulated active measurement
mechanism. We chose the number of cycles in which the
experimental setup is changed in order to permit that the
proposed approaches go through their permanent response.
The traffic is equally divided among all the endpoints and
it is constant. We show on Figure 5 results for experiments
performed on the Rocketfuel WAN topology and on Figure
6 results for experiments performed on the “4-post” DC
topology.

The curves depicted on Figure 5 and Figure 6 represent
the mean number of detected SLA violations as a function
of simulation cycles. Besides that we represent the relevance
of the violations using the product of detected violations and
the traffic directed to the violating endpoints (“relevance” on
Figures). The number of locally deployed probes (β) is 3 and
the maximum number of coordinated measurements (γ), i.e.,
virtual probes, is set to 1 per node. Both Figure show results
obtained without the use of traffic information (Figures 5(a)
and 6(a)) and with the use of traffic information (Figures
5(b) and 6(b)). Besides that, we also present the maximum
number of SLA violations that can be detected by local probes
(“beta max” on Figures) , i.e., every local probe detects a
SLA violation, and the maximum number of SLA violations
that can be detected by local and virtual probes (“max” on



(a) Rocketfuel WAN topology (b) “4-post” data center topology

Fig. 4. Selected topologies used for simulation experiments.
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Fig. 5. Results for Rocketfuel WAN topology.
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Fig. 6. Results for “4-post” DC topology.

Figures), Both “beta max” and “max” are defined considering
the number of probes that can be activated by each node and
the total number of nodes that can activate probes (leaf nodes).

As can be seen in both Figures 5 and Figure 6, the utilization
of traffic information can improve the relevance of detected
SLA violations without decreasing the total number of detec-
tions (for the aforementioned topologies and setups). Clearly,
even the utilization of traffic information to steer the choice
of just 1 coordinated measurement is positive. Besides that,
we approached almost the maximum number of detected SLA

violation for the resource constraints. The experiments also
show that the proposed approaches behave as we expected,
without stability and convergence problems. Therefore, if there
is a sufficient number of probes (considering the number
of violations), the coordinated algorithm will find them and
converge.

It is worth mentioning that there is a trade-off between
the utilization of the traffic information and better results.
Since this information usually come from passive measure-
ment mechanisms, the resources required to deploy these



mechanisms should be also taken into account. In most in-
frastructures passive measurement results are used to perform
several management tasks, such as traffic engineering, thus
it is feasible to consider that traffic information is ordinarily
available. In any case, the human administrator could also
use sampled results from the passive measurement mechanism
(e.g, Sampled Cisco NetFlow), a methodology that decreases
the resource consumption.

V. RELATED WORK

The use of traffic information to tacke the problem of
measurement probe assignment was investigated in the context
of some research initiatives over the past years. Some of these
initiatives are discussed as follows.

Sekar et al. [12] proposed CSAMP, a centralized opti-
mization engine for system-wide flow monitoring. The main
features of CSAMP are the use of traffic information to
steer flow sampling and hash-based packet selection through
a centralized engine for the distribution of measurement re-
sponsibilities across routers. The authors claim that CSAMP
can provide greater monitoring coverage and an improved
use of router resources. However, as CSAMP relies on a
centralized party there are concerns about reliability as well as
the cost and delay associated with the dissemination of routing
manifests. Furthermore, the approach requires modifications in
the measurement mechanisms.

Pietro et al. [6] proposed DECON, a decentralized coordi-
nation system aimed at assigning passive monitoring probes.
DECON uses traffic information from probes seeing a partic-
ular ow to decide which one shoud do the actual monitoring.
After that, messages are sent back to probes communicating
the decision. Authors claim that DECON scales up to large
numbers of flows without requiring network topology infor-
mation nd packet marking. However, DECON operates using
a detached P2P overlay, thus it is necessary to add up the
ownership cost of additional hardware due to the detached
overlay.

VI. FINAL REMARKS AND FUTURE WORK

Critical networked services established between service
provider and customer are expected to operate respecting
SLAs. An interesting possibility to monitor these SLAs is
using active measurement mechanisms. However, these mech-
anisms are expensive in terms of network devices resource
consumption. Hence, only a subset of end-to-end destinations
is actually measured in most network infrastructures. This
can lead to SLA violations being missed, which invariably
affects the performance of several applications. The current
best practice, the observation of just a subset of network paths
driven by human administrators’ expertise, is error prone and
does not scale well. In addition, the SLA violations are more
relevant when they occur in heavily utilized links since this
impairs the service levels of more users.

In this paper we propose the use of traffic information from
passive measurement results in an autonomous and dynamic
way to help the definition of the candidate destinations that

need probe activation and to prioritize these destinations.
Our solution is based on the utilization of a Peer-to-Peer
(P2P) management overlay to enable the sharing of managen-
ement information among network devices. The contribution
of our proposal is to provide a solution for decentralized
control of probe activation that is adaptive to changes in
network conditions, does not require human intervention, and
is independent of underlying active and passive measurement
mechanisms. Furthermore, we have presented an evaluation of
our proposed solution using simulation. The results show that
traffic information can be used to improve probe activation
decisions.

Although the proposed solution shows good results in
simulation experiments performed until the present moment,
we intend to investigate different conditions (e.g., using data
from real network traces). We are also working on to develop
a validation phase for probe activation. In this phase, sim-
pler measurement probes would be activated just to enable
agreements among peers about coordination of destinations
to be actually measured. Besides that, information about
correlated/coordinated peers can have other uses, e.g., allow
inferences about the underlying network topology.
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